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Royal treasures

Welcome to Royal Treasure! We love to find and restore vintage and antique items so that the past is not forgotten, but cherished! We strive to bring you the best in vintage and collectible items as we find them in our travels to estates in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio and beyond! We have shops on Etsy and eBay. You can see our latest offerings by clicking on the tabs at the top of this page. We also have a unique Subscription Box service which sends Three, Five of One Genuinely Vintage items to you each month! Click here to visit the Royal Treasure Chest website to learn more! Check out our Pho Francis I was the first Renaissance king of France, and reigned from 1515 to 1547. A man of considerable intelligence and education, Francis embraced the new art of Renaissance Italy with enthusiasm and taste, collecting the finest paintings and sculptures from Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian and others. When possible he brought the artists back to work with him in France. His many acquisitions and commissions formed the nucleus of the French royal collections, now in the Louvre. This book places the works in historical context, presenting them in the light of Francis’s artistic patronage.